Anatomy of lymphatic drainage of the esophagus and lymph node metastasis of thoracic esophageal cancer

Abstract: The lymphatic drainage of the inner layers (mucosa and submucosa) and the outer layers (muscularis propria and adventitia) of the thoracic esophagus is different. Longitudinal lymphatic vessels and long drainage territory in the submucosa and lamina propria should be the bases for bidirectional drainage and direct drainage to thoracic duct and extramural lymph nodes (LN). The submucosal vessels for direct extramural drainage are usually thick while lymphatic communication between the submucosa and intermuscular area is usually not clearly found, which does not facilitate transversal drainage to paraesophageal LN from submucosa. The right paratracheal lymphatic chain (PLC) is well developed while the left PLC is poorly developed. Direct drainage to the right recurrent laryngeal nerve LN and subcarinal LN from submucosa has been verified. Clinical data show that lymph node metastasis (LNM) is frequently present in the lower neck, upper mediastinum, and perigastric area, even for early-stage thoracic esophageal cancer (EC). The lymph node metastasis rate (LNMR) varies mainly according to the tumor location and depth of tumor invasion. However, there are some crucial LN for extramural relay which have a high LNMR, such as cervical paraesophageal LN, recurrent laryngeal nerve LN, subcarinal LN, LN along the left gastric artery, lesser curvature LN, and paracardial LN. Metastasis of thoracic paraesophageal LN seems to be a sign of more advanced EC. This review gives us a better understanding about the LNM and provides more information for treatments of thoracic EC.
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Introduction

Esophageal cancer (EC) is a common upper gastrointestinal tumor with a high incidence in Eastern Asia and Eastern and Southern Africa.1 Despite improvements in diagnosis and treatments of EC, overall 5-year survival rate is still very low (~40%).2,3 Because of the complex lymphatic drainage system, the lymph node metastasis rate (LNMR) of EC is very high,4 even for submucosal EC (about 20%–40%).5,6 Lymph node metastasis (LNM) is an important prognostic factor, especially the number or ratio of involved nodes.7–10

Disposal of all potential involved lymph nodes (LN) is essential for a curative treatment. Esophagectomy with two-field lymphadenectomy or three-field lymphadenectomy (3FL) is the typical strategy for resectable EC. However, the extent of lymph node dissection is still controversial.11 Radiotherapy or chemoradiotherapy is a prior choice for unresectable EC. The irradiation field for LN is also controversial until now. Involved-field irradiation and elective nodal irradiation are both available. No matter which method is used, it is a fact that EC has a poor survival and the lymph
node recurrence is a main failure.11–14 Though much experience in patterns of LNM for EC has been accumulated in past decades, it is challenging to evaluate the status of LNM and to make a reasonable treatment plan for different patients. The anatomy of the lymphatic drainage of the esophagus was well elucidated mainly by Japanese researchers, which is useful for understanding the LNM. In this review, we first discuss the anatomical lymphatic drainage of the esophagus and then analyze the patterns of LNM, aiming to verify the relationship of the anatomical and clinicopathologic data for the guiding treatment of EC.

Anatomy of lymphatic drainage

Esophagus develops from the dorsal part of the foregut while the respiratory tract from the ventral part.15 As a result, these two systems generally have shared blood and lymphatic vessels. The embryologic origin of the lymphatic system is the hemangioblast, which is also the progenitor cell of vascular system.16 Therefore, the lymphatic system is often accompanied by the artery and vein. It is helpful to study the blood vessels and nerves of the esophagus for identifying the lymphatics. Although the anatomy of the individual lymphatic drainage system of the esophagus is quite variable, even at different ages17 or for different diseases,18 there are some universal characteristics of the intramural and extramural configurations.

Normal intramural configurations

The esophageal wall is composed of four layers: mucosa, submucosa, muscularis propria, and adventitia.19 The morphological studies of the lymphatics can be examined by a series of techniques, such as silver staining or D2-40 immunohistochemical staining, transmission electronic microscopy, scanning electronic microscopy, and so on.20–23 Many anatomical lymphatic maps of the esophagus with some differences have been illustrated in past decades.19,20,24–26

Epithelium and its basement lamina

The innermost layer is multi-layered squamous epithelium without keratinization and it folds along papillae.15,20,21,23 The basement lamina is approximately 50–80 µm and discontinuous. Scanning electron microscopy shows numerous foramina of diameter of 3–5 µm in this layer. Lymphocytes and Langerhans cells are richly distributed in the basal lamina and they tend to appear near the papillae.23

Lamina propria

The lymphatic vessels are thought to be not obvious because of low LNMR when tumor invades this layer. It has been proved that lymphatic vessels are densely arranged in the lamina propria, and most of them run longitudinally while limited circumferentially.20,21,23,27 There are no lymphatic vessels connected to intermuscular and extramural lymphatic vessels directly, which may be an explanation for low LNMR. The mucosal vessel density has a great interindividual variation.20,21,27

The foramina on the basal lamina may be the communicating route of immune cells between the epithelium and the lamina propria.21 Valves of lymphatic vessels are not detected in the inner layer of the lamina propria while they are detected in the outer layer.23,28

Muscularis mucosae

The muscularis mucosae of the esophagus was well described by Kaoruko Nagai et al.22 The lymphatic vessels obliquely or longitudinally cross the muscularis mucosae. In the cervical part of the esophagus, the muscularis mucosae is poorly developed. As a result, the muscularis mucosae is consistently connected with submucosa. It is a continuous sheet of longitudinally arranged bundles of smooth muscle cells in the thoracic part while it is a complicated network formed by smooth muscle cells with various directions in the abdominal part.

Submucosa

The lymphatic vessels in this layer are generally located in the outer margin.20,27,29 Although they are not obviously found to be connected to the vessels from the lamina propria and the muscularis mucosae, they should be the collecting vessels on the way to extramural lymphatics. Unlike the dense lymphatic vessels in lamina propria, they are much fewer even around the glandular tissues. They mainly run longitudinally along the long axis of the esophagus or occasionally circumferentially along the outer margin.20,29

There are many lymphatic drainage pathways between submucosa and extramural lymphatic system. First, submucosal plexus can join to regional lymph node without the relay of intermuscular lymphatic plexus. It was verified that submucosal lymphatic flow repeatedly drain into the right recurrent laryngeal nerve node (recR)29 and occasionally to the subcarinal node.31 However, there is no verified direct communication between submucosa and paraesophageal node yet. Second, it can join to thoracic duct (TD) directly with thick collecting vessels by passing through a complete gap.31 Third, it may join to intermuscular lymphatic plexus which is connected with the extramural lymphatics. However, this pathway is not identified histologically even in sequential sections.20,31

For a direct drainage to TD, the submucosal plexus can extend longitudinally over 20 mm oral and anal from the
level of the complete gap, and it is well developed near the complete gap.31 Though the submucosal territory of direct drainage to regional lymph node is not investigated, it may be also long due to its thick collecting vessels.

**Muscularis propria**
The muscularis propria is formed of an inner circular muscle layer and an outer longitudinal muscle layer. The intermuscular lymphatic plexus is clearly visible, and it runs circumferentially in thoracic esophagus.20,31 Its afferent is usually thin and connective vessels from submucosa could not be identified even in sequential sections. It can communicate with lymphatics in the adventitia,32 extramural lymph node,31,32 or TD directly.31,33

**Adventitia**
The adventitia, also called fasciae, forms a loose connective tissue on the surface of the esophagus in all its length.34 A thick vascular fascia contain lymphatic vessels was repeatedly discovered between the aorta and the left aspect of the esophagus, which is called the meso-esophagus.35 A belt-like connective tissue that contained the afferent vessels from the esophagus or trachea was also found.30 However, the specific anatomy of the lymphatic drainage in these fascias is not clearly investigated, which may be a critical aspect for understanding the lymphatic drainage of the esophagus.

In brief summary, the schema of the intramural lymphatic drainage of the esophagus can be illustrated in Figure 1.

**Normal extramural configurations**
There are two routes: direct drainage to TD and lymphatic drainage with nodal relay.

**Direct drainage to TD**
TD generally receives the lymphatic fluid of the entire body except the right hemithorax, right head and neck, and right arm. It commonly terminates at or near the left venous angle.36 Most of its intrathoracic portion travels upward accompanying with the esophagus and the descending aorta. The position of the direct drainage territory appears to be restricted to the right and/or dorsal quadrants of the esophagus at a specific level,31 which may depend on the topographical relationship between the TD and the esophagus. The ratio of direct drainage to TD is about 43.3% and the connective vessels are located mainly at the level of the first to third and sixth to eighth thoracic vertebrae.32

**Lymphatic drainage with nodal relay**
The thoracic ascending extramural lymphatic drainage of the esophagus was elucidated by Saito et al.37 Their results can be summarized in Figure 2. Lymphatic drainage with nodal relay is likely to originate at the intermuscular lymphatic
plexus. However, it can also originate at submucosa for specific nodes. The paratracheal lymphatic chain (PLC) is usually well developed on the right while poorly developed on the left. The left esophageal wall mainly drains to TD with or without nodal relay while limited to the left PLC. The right esophageal wall mainly drains to the right PLC with multi-stationed. Communication of left and right lymphatic drainage is observed in the middle and lower thoracic esophagus.

Cervical paraesophageal LN and supraclavicular LN are usually the upmost nodes in the neck for thoracic esophagus. They drain lymphatics of the cervical esophagus and part of the upper thoracic esophagus. They sometimes receive lymphatics from lower LN. The efferent of cervical paraesophageal LN can join to supraclavicular LN or venous angles directly. Due to the poorly developed left PLC and the route of direct drainage to TD, ascending lymphatics to supraclavicular LN are fewer on the left than on the right. The efferent of supraclavicular LN joins to venous angles. The left supraclavicular LN also has communication with the terminal tributaries of the TD.

The left recurrent laryngeal nerve node (recL) is consistently equal to the left paratracheal LN. The recR is located very close or mostly continuous to the superior portion of the right paratracheal chain. The recL receives lymphatics from lower levels of left PLC in two specimens, while the recR can receive lymphatics from all lower levels of right PLC in all specimens. The efferent of recL commonly connects to TD directly and occasionally connects to cervical LN, while the efferent of recR connects to the venous angle or cervical LN. The collateral lymphatic vessels of recR were also found because of the close topographical relationship between the afferent and efferent. The right paratracheal LN receives lymphatics mainly from the lower and middle thoracic esophagus and occasionally from the upper thoracic esophagus. Its efferent connects to recR, cervical LN, or venous angle. Main bronchus LN mainly drains lymphatic drainage from lung and occasionally from the lower and middle esophagus. Its efferent connects to TD or PLC. Subcarinal LN relatively consistently receives ascending lymphatic drainage from the lower and middle thoracic esophagus and frequently connects to PLC or TD directly. The afferent of the middle and lower thoracic paraesophageal LN is likely to originate from intermuscular lymphatic plexus, and its efferent connects to TD, subcarinal LN, main bronchus LN, or PLC. Posterior mediastinal LN collects mainly lymphatic drainage of middle and lower thoracic esophagus on the left and terminates at TD. Ligamentum arteriosum LN drains lymphatic drainage of the left upper pulmonary lobe and routinely connects to the left phrenic LN which belong to anterior mediastinal LN.

There is no sufficient investigation to elucidate the descending lymphatic drainage system. The efferent of the proximal and distal ends of the submucosal lymphatic plexus is important for understanding the extramural lymphatic drainage. However, only the recR is well investigated and confirmed to be connected directly from the submucosal lymphatic plexus. The lymphatic drainage of the lower esophagus and the gastric cardia is different. Mediastinal

---

**Figure 2** Schematic representations of extramural lymphatic drainage in five esophagus specimens based on the result of Saito et al.

Notes: (A) Thoracic paraaortic node; (B) bifurcational node; (C) cervical paratracheal node; (E) paraesophageal node; (j) deep cervical node; (M) main bronchus node; (P) thoracic paratracheal node; (PM) posterior mediastinal node; (R) retrotracheal node; (U) uppermost thoracic paratracheal node.

Abbreviations: d-Ao, descending aorta; Eso, esophagus; TD, thoracic duct; Tr, trachea; l-VA, left venous angle; r-VA, right venous angle.
lymph flow from the gastric cardia is unusual, which may be observed when partial or total blockade at the cardiac portion of the stomach. Though the submucosa is continuous from lower esophagus to gastric cardia, vasculature was sparsely found in the submucosa of the esophagogastric junction. Therefore, the esophagogastric junction should be also an essential watershed of lymphatic drainage. In addition, the pulmonary ligament lymphatic plexus can drain lymphatics from lower esophagus and communicate with celiac lymphatics.

**Direction of lymphatic drainage**

The lymph flow of the thoracic esophagus can both run upward to the neck and downward to the celiac area. There is no adequate investigation to illuminate the bidirectional lymph flow. As we discussed above, lymphatic vessels in the lamina propria and submucosa run longitudinally with long extended territory, which should be the main anatomical bases. However, it is still not sufficient to explain the bidirectional lymph flow because lymph flow in a normal vessel is always seemed to be unidirectional, especially for vessels with valves. Valves of lymphatic vessels are detected in the outer layer of the lamina propria, while not detected in the submucosa yet. The retrograde lymphatic spread of cancer cells occurred in the lamina propria for valve-equipped lymphatic vessels. This phenomenon can be depicted by the change of the fluid pressures around the valves. Many reasons have an important impact on the fluid pressure, such as lymphatic obstruction, swallowing, esophageal peristalsis, and so on. The blockage of intramural lymph vessels has very important roles upon the esophageal lymph flow. The collateral branches of TD with insufficient valves may be another reason for bidirectional lymph flow. The direction of lymphatic drainage of the esophagus is illustrated in Figure 3.

**Clinical patterns of LNM for TEC**

We reviewed studies meeting the following requirements from PubMed up to 31 November 2017: I. Esophagectomy with 3FL was adopted for all patients; II. Lymph node stations were based on the Japanese Classification of Esophageal Cancer of 11th edition. Left and right of each station should be summed up separately; III. Different locations of thoracic esophageal cancer (TEC) should be summed up separately; IV. Paper of review or meta-analysis was excluded. V. All papers should be full text online versions. The terms of literature search: (“lymph”) AND (“esophageal” OR “esophagus” OR “oesophagus”) AND (“cancer” OR “carcinoma” OR “tumor” OR “neoplasm”). As a result, five studies were identified for eventual analysis (2 groups of 7 were repeated data: Sharma et al and Fujita et al; Nishimaki et al). The distribution of LNM for these studies is not shown here. The integrated LNMR of each station in different locations for TEC is shown in Figure 4. When the station was unclear, or if it had no result of this station for count in the study, that paper was excluded for calculating the LNMR for that particular station.

In the neck, the LNMR of each station is station 101 > station 101R > station 101L. As shown in Figure 2, station 101 is generally the uppermost collecting LN and the right PLC is well developed. However, extramural ascending vessels to cervical paraesophageal LN are much fewer than that to recR and recL. Compared to station 106rec, the high LNMR in station 101 may indicate the direct drainage from submucosal lymphatic plexus. The collateral lymphatic vessels of recR may be another reason. Interestingly, compared to station 104R which receives much more vessels, the LNMR of station 104L decreases insignificantly when the location changes from upper TEC to lower TEC. Virchow’s nodes from descending lymphatic drainage through TD should be the main reason.

In the mediastinum, the LNMR for station 106 is station 106recR > station 106recL > station 106R > station 106L. The high LNMR of station 106recR
for all TEC may be due to the direct drainage from the submucosal lymphatic plexus and well developed right PLC. What is more, the recR has a high cortical proportion and few anthracotic macrophages without hyalinization, which facilitates to trap the migrating cancer cells.\(^3\) Though it is not verified, the direct drainage to recL from submucosal lymphatic plexus may also exist. As shown in Figure 2, the right paratracheal LN (station 106R) partly relays the right ascending extramural lymphatic drainage. The extramural lymphatics of the lower and middle thoracic esophagus are consistently connected to subcarinal LN and submucosal-lymphatics occasionally connect to subcarinal LN directly. As a result, the LNMR of station 107 is over 5.0% for all locations of TEC. The paraesophageal lymph node usually originates from intermuscular lymphatic plexus. Due to the poor lymphatic communication between intermuscular space and submucosa, LNM of paraesophageal LN is sign of more advanced TEC. Therefore, the LNMR of thoracic paraesophageal lymph node (station 105, station 108, and station 110) varies greatly according to the location and T stage (depth of tumor invasion) of TEC. The LNMR of station 112 is over 5.0% for the middle and lower TEC, which may be due to thoracic paraaortic node chain (Figure 2A) in the mesoesophagus fascia. The LNMR of station 109R, station 109L, or station 113 is <5.0% for all TEC.

The celiac LNMR is usually station 7>station 2>station 1>station 9>station 8. The ascending branches from the left gastric and the left inferior phrenic arteries are important components of the distal mesoesophagus.\(^5\) Therefore, station 7 (LN along the left gastric artery) may be the major celiac collecting lymphatics. Paracardial LN (station 1 and station 2) should be another crucial relayed LN in the celiac area. The LNMR of station 3 (lesser curvature LN) is also high, even for upper TEC. These results may indicate that lesser curvature LN receives the submucosal descending lymphatic drainage.

Figure 4A shows that the LNM of upper TEC is mainly ascending to the upper mediastinal and cervical area. There is a high LNMR (33.3 %) in the upper thoracic paraesophageal LN (station 105) for upper TEC, which does not match with the result of Figure 2 (poorly developed). Only one study had investigated this station in our result.\(^5\) The LNMR is
about 0%–22.2% for upper TEC in other studies.\textsuperscript{4,57} Though the LNM rate is low, LNM can be found in lower mediastinum and celiac area for upper TEC. Figure 4C shows that LNM of lower TEC is frequently in perigastric area and middle and lower paraesophageal area, while LNM in upper mediastinum and neck is also common. Figure 4B shows that the LNM for middle TEC is evidently bidirectional. The LNMR of cervical and upper mediastinal area decreases and the LNM of celiac area increases compared to upper TEC while the opposite compared to lower TEC.

**Conclusion**

Except epithelium and its basement membrane, lymphatic vessels exist in all layers of the esophagus. The lymphatic vessels run longitudinally in submucosa and muscularis mucosae, while circumferentially in muscularis propria. Longitudinal lymphatic vessels and long drainage territory should be the anatomical bases for bidirectional drainage. The submucosal vessels for direct extramural drainage are usually thick while connective lymphatic vessels between the submucosa and intermuscular area are usually not clearly found, which does not facilitate transversal drainage to paraesophageal LN from submucosa. Direct drainage to TD from submucosa is common, especially for the left esophageal wall. Direct drainage to the recR and subcarinal LN from submucosa has been verified. Other nodes in lower neck, upper mediastina, and upper abdomen may have the same way. The right PLC is well developed, while the left PLC is poorly developed.

Clinical data verified that LNM can be found from the neck to the celiac area for every location of TEC. LNM is frequently present in the lower neck, upper mediastinum and perigastric area. The LNMR in different stations of TEC is variable according to the change of tumor location, T stage, individual differences, etc. However, there are some crucial LN for extramural relay which have a high LNMR, such as cervical paraesophageal LN, recR, and recL, subcarinal LN, LN along the left gastric artery, lesser curvature LN, and paracardial LN. It was found that the station of resected LN rather than the number of resected LN may be more important for lymphadenectomy.\textsuperscript{58} Resection of recR and recL can improve the prognosis of TEC.\textsuperscript{59,60} Subcarinal LN dissection is also necessary for esophagectomy of TEC.\textsuperscript{61,62} By 3FL in superficial EC, it was found that 51% LNM occurred in the deep cervical region and around recurrent laryngeal nerves, and 33% occurred in the perigastric region,\textsuperscript{49} suggesting that submucosal direct drainage is the major route. Other researches also had the same results.\textsuperscript{64,65} Metastasis of thoracic paraesophageal LN is a sign of more advanced EC because its afferent is likely to originate at intermuscular lymphatic plexus.

The lymphatic drainage of inner layer (mucosa and submucosa) and outer layer (muscularis propria and adventitia) of the esophagus is different. The lymphatic metastasis seems to be in all the length of the esophagus for TEC. Therefore, 3FL with total esophagus resection or wide-range LN (from neck to celiac area) and total esophagus irradiation should be a radical method for TEC theoretically, even for an early-stage TEC. However, these methods result in more treatment intolerance and complications. Modality treatment has been widely investigated in order to improve the poor survival of EC.\textsuperscript{66} Chemotherapy not only can eradicate distant metastasis or micrometastasis but also can enhance the efficacy of radiotherapy when concurrent chemoradiotherapy is used. Perioperative radiotherapy or/and chemotherapy improves the chance of radical surgery. However, we should balance the merits and faults of different therapies for making a standard treatment, not just put these therapies together. For a best multimodality treatment, it is questionable whether a standard lymphadenectomy is needed or whether LN irradiation with or without chemotherapy can be an effective alternative to lymphadenectomy, especially for LN in neck and upper mediastina where it is difficult for surgery. With the rapid development in different agencies, more safe and effective methods with a better quality of life are proposed for TEC. Beyond that, the anatomical investigation of the lymphatic drainage of the esophagus is further needed.
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